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ABSTRACT

Honeywell has developed and reduced to practice, a variation of the check word approach
to error detection and correction for use on multi-track parallel high density digital
recording systems. Implemented on the Company’s Model HD-96 systems, this method
takes advantage of the high degree of correlation of bit errors with tape signal dropout
intervals. A signal dropout detector is provided on the reproduce side for each digital data
track to replace the check word at the end of each channel encoding frame. This dropout
method has the advantage of reducing buffer memory size required to utilize the check
word method. In a previous paper*, the results of a tape signal dropout investigation were
reported. In this current paper, details considered critical to successful implementation are
described. In addition, sample results from production systems are included.

INTRODUCTION

For the benefit of those not familiar with the technique, Figure 1 is included to illustrate the
basic concept for a High Density Digital Recording (HDDR) System. The incoming serial
high rate digital data stream (usually NRZ-L coded plus a synchronous clock) is first
separated into N individual data streams running at 1/Nth of the incoming rate via serial-to-
parallel conversion logic. The number N is adjusted as required to match the overall rate
capability to the limited rate capability of the individual tracks. Each of the N individual
streams is fed to individual track formatting logic which modify these data streams for
recording. The modification consists of adding appropriate overhead to permit
resynchronization and realignment (i.e., deskew) during reproduction at the original
recording rate or a different rate. Any overhead bits added during recording are removed



as part of the reproduction process by the deskewing logic without leaving time gaps
where they were. The original high rate serial stream is restored by the parallel-to-serial
conversion logic which also regenerates the serial clock. If the incoming data were
available as N bits in parallel and also the outputs desired in parallel, the steps of serial-to-
parallel and parallel-to-serial conversion can be omitted.

DROPOUT BASED ERROR CORRECTION CONCEPT

Honeywell’s Model HD-96 employs a dropout based error correction method as depicted
by Figure 2. The large block labeled “HD-96 Twenty-Eight Track Head” represents a full-
up 28 channel system complete with parallel encode (formatting) and deskew electronics.
The correction concept is based upon product code error location where cross-track parity
corresponds to “checks-on-rows” and data channels (i.e., track) dropout signals
correspond to “checks-on-columns”. Cross-track parity is formed for groups of 14 parallel
tracks where up to 13 of these can be assigned to data and 1 of these tracks is the odd
parity for the group of 14. Thus, for a 28 track system, 26 tracks can be data and 2 tracks
are called “check tracks”. In a 14 track system, only 1 track is a “check track” and 13 can
be data.

Now the parity check track streams are formed prior to adding encoding and sync insertion
overhead on the record side. Correction is performed after data is deskewed and realigned
on the reproduce side. Cross-track parity is reformed from the reproduced data track
groups and compared with the reproduced parity from the corresponding cross-track
group. If these parity checks do not agree, then at least one track has an error at this
precise bit time. The channel dropout signals are used to locate which track has the error.
As long as only one channel dropout exists, the error can be corrected by simple inversion
(i.e., adding a logic one to the corresponding modulo -- two add gate). As shown, this
system is capable of correcting all single track burst errors and all isolated single track bit
errors plus half of the double track errors.

TAPE DROPOUT DISTRIBUTION

The effectiveness of the above error correction method depends upon tape dropout
distributions encountered in practice. In an effort to find out this distribution, Honeywell
performed an investigation into tape dropout distributions to characterize a number of
available tape. The results of this investigation have been previously reported and are
summarized only briefly here.



Assuming no gross manufacturing anomalies or gross damage, the observations for the
tapes investigated were:

(1)  Dropout lengths tend to exhibit a logarithmic decaying frequency distribution as the
dropout length increases. See Figure 3.

(2)  Dropout lengths tend to be isolated and widely separated events along the tape length
and are more or less randomly distributed. See Figure 4.

(3)  If tracks are separated across the tape wider than the maximum flaw length, then the
probability of simultaneous multiple track dropouts is very low. See again Figure 4.

(4)  It was noted in the previously reported investigation that although edge tracks typically
showed higher dropout frequency than center-of-tape tracks, the overall dropout
distribution was about the same for the same tape type.

(5)  Given all of the above, the dominant characteristic of errors from dropouts will be
more or less random - length and random - located burst errors. The uncorrected total
errors will tend to approach a maximum as a logarithmic function (i.e., due to the dropout
distribution).

OVERALL IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The digital logic portion, while important, is not the critical design consideration for
implementation of a dropout based error correction system. The design elements critical to
success have to do with magnetic heads and the tape signal electronics which will be
addressed below in some detail. The fundamental consideration is that one must be certain
that it is the tape signal itself that is being processed and that corruptive influences of
spurious noise, cross-talk, interference sources are minimized.

For these reasons, Honeywell chose:

(1)  Rocording code in bi-level form to minimize threshold detection problems.

(2)  Non-bias recording - to minimize bias frequency feedthrough and bias beat problems.

(3)  On-tape coding with controlled spectrum content and transition density to simplify
reproduce side base line correction, amplitude threshold detection (for dropout and data)
errors, clock regeneration circuits.



(4)  High signal-to-noise electronics based on filter and sample detection to minimize
vulnerability to noise spikes (as opposed to pulse detection).

(5)  Solid Ferrite Magnetic Heads - to assure stable and consistent signal response over
long periods that minimize the need for frequent adjustments to maintain high signal-to-
noise.

CRITICAL REPRODUCE HARDWARE DESCRIPTION - THE REPRODUCE
EQUALIZER/BIT SYNCHRONIZER MODULE

In the Honeywell Model HD-96 HDDR’s, the truly critical hardware elements are located
on the Reproduce Equalizer/Bit Synchronizer Module. This module reconstructs the data
bit stream (from the reproduce head after fixed gain preamplification), derives a clock
signal that is synchronous with the data signal, and flags unreliable data for error
correction. One module is used for each active digital track. For discussion purposes, this
module contains two major subsections - a reproduce amplifier and a bit synchronizer. The
bit synchronizer is further subdivided into an analog signal conditioning section, dropout
detection section, data and clock generation section. Each of the sections will be
described.

A. Reproduce Amplifier Section

When data are recovered and subsequently reproduced, the amplitude versus frequency
transfer function at the output of a plus rate sensitive reproduce head appears as in
Figure 5. Because such a large amplitude variation is not suitable for most applications
including HDDR usage, equalization circuits are required to linearize the head output by
performing the inverse amplitude-versus-frequency characteristic like that shown in
Figure 6. Now there is a unique reproduce head output for each tape speed within the
transport operating range as illustrated in Figure 7. These transfer functions at a given
speed, are the same for all recorder tracks and furthermore, are not at all related to the
individual channel bit rates.

The equalization amplifier shown in simplified block form in Figure 8 provides p to
64-equalization speed steps to cover the tape speed range from 1.875 inches per second
(ips) to 240 ips. The amplifier provides 8 intermediate steps within each octave (2 to 1)
speed. Figure 9 shows the worst case mismatch that would result from using a single
equalizer network to equalize two tape speeds separated by 6¼% (1/8 octave). This design
provides a good margin dictated by experience which has shown that varying the tape
speed more than about 10% from a given equalizer set point causes bit errors to noticeably
increase. Only 6 fine adjustments are required to fully equalize each amplifier (as
compared to 27 adjustments for 9-speeds for some other designs) during initial calibration.



Furthermore, this calibration need be done only at a single speed. Equalization for all other
speeds is accomplished automatically by the design. Figure 10 shows the amplifier
equalization characteristic from 1-7/8 ips to 240 ips with the lower speeds 1-7/8; 3-3/4;
7-1/2; 15; 30 shown in octave steps for clarity and the 1/8 octave steps “filled in” from
30 ips to 240 ips.

The derivation of the equalization circuits utilizes stable feedback design techniques based
on utilization of R-C networks in conjunction with high gain operational amplifiers. The
overall gain is adjusted on the input stage. This results in highest signal-to-noise because
all following stages can be operated at full fixed amplitude signal levels. The 6 dB rising
slope of the reproduce head is compensated by an “active integrator” stage which
“corners” to a flat response above approximately 1/4 upper bandedge. The falling portion
of the reproduce head output is compensated by an “active bandpass filter” with its peak
response set slightly above upper bandedge. Phase linearity is adjusted by a “phase
correcting” circuit which follows. For convenience, an optionally available “high power”
output stage can be installed to provide 3 Vrms maximum into a 100 ohm load. Otherwise,
the normal output level is 1 Vrms maximum. Measured peak signal-to-rms noise
performance is well in excess of 25 dB.

B. Bit Synchronizer Section

Figure 11 shows a simplified block diagram of the bit synchronizer section of the
reproduce/bit sync module. The primary function for the bit synchronizer section is to
extract the binary message and associated bit rate clock. Even with good amplitude and
phase equalization, the original data are corrupted by noise, jitter, and large variations in
amplitude due primarily to tape flaws (i.e., signal dropouts) -- which produce bit errors.
Additionally, during prolonged flaws where no data transitions occur, the bit synchronizer
can bit slip due to tape transport speed variations and tape stretch variations. Bit slips
cause any following frame synchronizers to miscount and produce bit error avalanches
until a good frame sync word is received. Another problem is base line shift (d.c. offset)
produced during certain type of tape flaws which distort the pass band spectrum by
attenuating short and long wave lengths differently.

As it turns out, several of the design measures used for error flags would be needed in a
good bit synchronizer anyway. In particular, the bit slip prevention, base line
compensation, and dropout monitoring measures are important to minimize bit detection
errors. Digital techniques were used for precision bit rate clocking and freedom from
tuning adjustments. The synchronizer operates over the design range of 26 kilobits per
second to 8 megabits per second with no expensive auxiliary tuning equipment required
during operation.



o Analog Signal Conditioning

To facilitate initial HDDR system debugging and later trouble-shooting, an input FET
switch (remote controllable) is provided. The bit synchronizer section can be operated
either from the reproduce output (on the same module) or from an external source.
Honeywell uses the encoder output (just before the recorder head drivers) connected to the
external source input to operate the HDDR in a “transport bypass” test mode which
permits rapid digital system checkout initially and enhances system trouble-shooting later.

Baseline correction is incorporated to restore the signal d.c. level and effectively extend
the low frequency response of the reproduce amplifier. This improves signal-to-noise ratio
for more accurate data bit decisions. A phase splitter is used to provide a d.c. restored
differential signal to the upper threshold comparator, the lower threshold comparator, and
the data comparator which are implemented with differential techniques for maximum
range and fast response using operational amplifier IC’s.

The amount of baseline correction is based on integration of the average d.c. level of the
signal wave form (note electronic switch). Via a peak amplitude detection input the
amount of baseline correction is automatically scaled to eliminate sensitivity to tape-to-
tape and channel-to-channel variations but the signal level input to the comparators is not
automatically gain controlled. This is to further enhance signal-to-noise response,
especially during tape flaws.

To prevent over-correction during tape flaws, a dual (two-level) hysteresis scheme is
employed to accurately determine the presence of signal dropouts and via electronic switch
(Switch 2) temporarily force the baseline correction to zero during deep flaws. For iron
oxide tapes such as 797, the high threshold is set to approximately 12 dB from nominal
(0 dB) signal level and the low threshold is set to approximately 20 dB down. The flaw
boundaries are thus defined as first falling at least 20 dB and subsequent recovery to 12 dB
down. These settings provide reliable operation and avoid spurious response to noise and
occasional multiple flaws.

The high threshold dropout signal is used also to control the bit slip prevention feature and
the low threshold dropout signal is used as an output to the system status monitor panel
and to the decoder section as an error flag signal of the error correction logic. Refer again
to Figure 2.

The data comparator converts the baseline corrected but variable amplitude reproduce
signal to bi-level form. The data comparator operates as a zero level axis-crossing detector
with minimum hysteresis.



o Digital Synchronizer

The digital synchronizing logic uses the transition edges of the bi-level signal to recover
the bit rate clock. The bit rate clock is continuously adjusted to select the nearest transition
match with the 22 x reference clock (plus/minus one cycle of the reference). The 22 x
reference clock is derived from a system common clock synthesizer module which derives
all clocking signals needed to operate the HDDR system including the digital synchronizer
module. The clock synthesizer output clocks are phase locked either to an internal
reference or to a customers bit rate reference.

The digital synchronizer is implemented by a programmable divider whose output is the 22
x reference clock divided by 5 or divided by 6, depending whether the transition edges
(from the data comparator) are detected early or late with respect to the divided reference.
The output of the programmable divider is further divided by 4 to produce the 1 x data rate
clock used to reclock the bi-level data output used by the decoders. If no data transitions
occur, then the digital synchronizer automatically retains the last transition setting and
outputs a 1 x data rate clock accordingly. Thus, the bit rate clock can “fly-wheel”
indefinitely limited only by the stability of the 22 x reference clock and tape speed.

o Bit Slip Prevention Feature

To maintain bit synchronization during very long signal dropouts, the digital synchronizer
contains a means of switching to the clock from an adjacent track (on the same head stack)
digital bit synchronizer. This circuit feature takes advantage of the low skew between
adjacent tracks and that long duration flaws rarely occur on two adjacent tracks at the
same time.

An equivalent 4 x data rate clock (from the divide by 5/6 programmable divider) is
available on each bit synchronizer module. This signal is made available to the bit
synchronizer module processing the next adjacent track outward (from center track toward
tape edge). Handover status is controlled by the high threshold comparator. If the data
levels fall below the high threshold settings for 15 cycles of the 1 x data rate clock, the
digital synchronizer will automatically “handover” to the 4 x data rate clock from the
adjacent track input and its own 4 x data rate clock is inhibited. If the input 4 x data rate
clock is not available (this can occur only with adjacent double track dropouts) then the
digital bit synchronizer simply “fly-wheels”.

SUMMARY AND SOME PERFORMANCE EXAMPLES

In summary, the system concept for a dropout based error correction method suitable for
use on HDDR systems has been described. Critical design features considered important



to successful implementation have also been described. What remains is to provide at least
some bit error rate test results from production systems. These are provided by Figures 12,
13 and 14.

Figure 12 illustrates the typical bit error rate test set-up using a pseudorandom test
generator (BERT transmitter) feeding the record side and a pseudorandom bit error tests
(BERT receiver) equipped with a strip printer on the reproduce side. The printer is used to
print the bit errors accumulated every 10 exponent 9 bits. Figure 13 illustrates such a strip
printout with and without error correction activated for a 28 track Model HD-96
recording/reproducing a serial rate of 156 Megabits per second spread over 24 data tracks
at a tape speed of 240 inches per second. Two tracks were used for error correction for a
total of 26 active tracks (during error correction). Figure 14 is included to illustrate results
on a 14 track system using 5 different tape types. Data is for 1 roll of each tape type.

FIGURE 1.  BASIC HDDR BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2.



FIGURE 3
 



FIGURE 4.  -  DROPOUTS VERSUS TAPE FOOTAGE - TYPICAL 1000 FT. (799)TAPE









FIGURE 8.









FIGURE 12.   TYPICAL BIT ERROR RATE TEST (BERT) SET-UP



FIGURE 13.



FIGURE 14.


